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ABSTRACT
Recommender Systems are an integral part of music sharing plat-
forms. Often the aim of these systems is to increase the time, the
user spends on the platform and hence having a high commercial
value. The systems which aim at increasing the average time a
user spends on the platform often need to recommend songs which
the user might want to listen to next at each point in time. This is
different from recommendation systems which try to predict the
item which might be of interest to the user at some point in the
user lifetime but not necessarily in the very near future. Prediction
of next song the user might like requires some kind of modeling
of the user interests at the given point of time. Attentive neural
networks have been exploiting the sequence in which the items
were selected by the user to model the implicit short-term interests
of the user for the task of next item prediction, however we feel
that features of the songs occurring in the sequence could also con-
vey some important information about the short-term user interest
which only the items cannot. In this direction we propose a novel
attentive neural architecture which in addition to the sequence of
items selected by the user, uses the features of these items to better
learn the user short-term preferences and recommend next song to
the user.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There has recently been an intense focus on recommendation sys-
tems by the Information Retrieval community because of their
commercial experience and the ability to provide a better experi-
ence to the user while interacting with a large database of items.
Often there are a very large number of items in the database that
might be of interest to the user, to the extent that the user might
not even know they exist. Hence, they need to be presented to the
user as a recommendation. To give an example, for websites which
sell different kinds of products and have a huge catalog, users might
feel better if they didn’t have to browse for the items they might
like and were rather recommended by the system, saving time and
effort of the user, thus creating a pleasant experience.
The content of the item chosen by the user is often an indication
of the items that might be of interest to the user. In the case of music,
this might not always be constant and might change with time. In
a recent work Gupta [8], tries to model the short-term preferences
of the user for music recommendation. He uses Last.fm [11] tags to
find out song features important to the user instead of the content
derived from the audio. Last.fm tags look promising in describing
the contents of the song and also provide a lot more information
about the song which could be very hard to derive either from the
audio or the metadata of the song. We align to the claim that Last.fm
could very well be used to model the song features which might
be of interest to the user. However, the similarity function used by
Gupta could be better learned and provide a better performance.
Gupta also claims that it is the group of items that occur together
which matter while recommendation and not the exact sequence
in which they occur.
Towards this claim made by Gupta and finding a better similarity
function, we apply Attentive Neural Networks to the problem of
next item Prediction. Attentive neural networks indeed give dif-
ferent weights to each item in the sequence and the weights are
not in order of the items. The third last item selected by the user
could get more weight than the last item selected by the user and
hence the choice of Attentive Neural Networks takes the claim into
account. Also, we introduce a content attention component, which
deals with the tags of the items, assuming these tags indeed can
model the short-term interests of the user. This component takes
the tags of the items selected by the user in the recent past.
2 RELATEDWORKS
Recommender systems is a well-researched topic and a wide variety
of systems have been developed and it is important that we cover
some of them here to provide a context to the reader.
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2.1 Collaborative Filtering
It exploits the user − item interactions to find similar users based
on the number of same items selected. A variant is item level collab-
orative filtering [2], wherein two items selected by the same user
are considered to be similar.
There have been improvements to collaborative filtering such
as matrix factorization [19] of the user − item matrix into the user
feature matrix and the item feature matrix. Further, there have been
ranking algorithms such as Bayesian personalized ranking [15] to
further provide better and personalized recommendation to users.
2.2 Content Based Recommendation
Content-based systems recommend items based on the similarity
of content to the items already selected by the user [1, 3]. If the
content of a song is similar to the ones the user likes, then that
song is more probable to be recommended to the user. For example,
there are systems which recommend songs based on the melody
of the song [7]. Another example which also assumes that the tags
can indeed be sufficient to model the features of the songs which
might be of importance to the user is by Liang [5] which generates
a latent vector for each song based on the semantic tags and then
applies collaborative filtering to provide a recommendation to the
users.
2.3 Sequence Based Recommendation
Recommendation can be modeled as a sequence prediction problem
and the first attempt at it was by Brafman [12]. The initial attempts
were based on simple models such as Markov chains and they have
been further improved. One such improvement is having a personal
Markov chain for each user [16]. With the popularity of recurrent
neural networks, they have been applied [20] to the problem of next
item prediction and have performed much better than the other
systems. With the success of Attentive neural networks in fields
such as language and speech processing, they have been applied
to recommender systems as well [10]. Our model applies attention
to the sequence of items as well as the content of those items.
Two context vectors are computed in the model independently, one
which gives a context solely based on the items and the other which
gives a context based only on the tags of the items.
2.4 Hybrid Recommender Systems
Hybrid systems combine two ormore techniques in order to provide
better recommendations. Yoshii [18] proposed a system wherein
the recommendations are based on the rating as well as the content,
which are modeled based on the polyphonic timbres of the song.
Hariri [9] applied topic modeling and models the sequence of songs
heard by the user as a sequence of topics and then tries to predict
the next topic and the next song in that topic. The transitions
between topics are learned from a collection of playlists. Gupta [8]
proposes a hybrid model which takes into account the different
songs played together and the tags of the song. The approach is
able to tell at any given point of time the features of the songs the
user is interested in. Shobu [14] builds an interesting system which
bases its recommendation on the transition of acoustic features
over the songs. It tries to generate a sequence of songs over which
the transition of acoustic features is smooth.
3 OUR METHOD
We present an Attentive Neural Architecture to tackle the problem
of next item prediction which has the ability to include tags of the
items and models the short term user interests based on the features
of the items as well as the items themselves. We now present the
formal problem statement that we try to tackle in this paper.
Predicting Next Song Given the set of songs heard by the user
in sequence Ss = {s1, s2, ..., si−1} and the tag set for each song,
Ti = {t1i , t2i , ..., t ji }, predict si .
3.1 Proposed Solution
The architecture we propose is shown in figure 1. The output of the
model are the probabilities of each item occurring next, given the
items occurred in the user history (P(si | si−1, si−2...si−m )). The
first component receives as input the one hot encoding of the songs
which occurred before the song to be predicted. The second com-
ponent receives the one hot encoding of all the tags for the items
occurring before the song to be predicted. The song-embedding
layer maps the one hot representations of the songs to a vector
space which are then fed to a Bi-GRU in the first component. Simi-
larly, the tags for each song are also converted to their distributed
representations using another embedding layer. For each song, the
average of the distributed representations of all its tags is fed to a
Bi-GRU in the second component. For both components, the hidden
states are given as input to an attention layer where the attention-
score or weight for each hidden state is computed. The output of
the attention layer is the context vector which is the weighted sum
(given by the attention layer) of the hidden states of the Bi-GRU.
The context vectors coming from both components are concate-
nated and fed to a smaller dimension non-linear dense layer, using
ReLU as the activation function. The output of this dense layer is
then fed to another dense layer followed by a softmax operation,
used to calculate probabilities over all songs modeling the next
song. Below we present the equations for a better understanding
of the model. Let V = {v1,v2...v |V |} be the set of all the songs.
s ′i = E1 ∗ si (1)
where si is the one hot representation of the song, E1 ∈ Rd∗|I | is
the embedding layer, d is the length of the embedded song vector
and | I | is the set of all songs.
t
′j
i = E2 ∗ t
j
i (2)
where t ji is the one hot representation of the j
th tag of the ith
song, E2 ∈ Rd ′∗|T | is the embedding layer, d ′ is the length of the
embedded tag vector and | T | is the set of all tags.
t
′
i =
1
ni
ni∑
j=1
t
′j
i (3)
where ni is the number of songs associated to the ith song, and
t ′i is the average of the embedding vector of all the tags associated
to the ith song.
The hidden states of both Bi-GRUs, Hi and Gi , which are fed to
the attention layer are a mere concatenation of the two individual
unidirectional hidden states:
→
hi ,
←
hi and
→
дi ,
←
дi respectively.
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Figure 1: Attentive Neural Network Architecture for Next Song Prediction
Both the attention layers output a context vector which is a
weighted sum of all the hidden states. Cs is the context vector
computed from the song component of the model and Ct is the
context vector computed from the tag component of the model.
Cs =
i−m∑
j=i−1
α jHj (4)
Ct =
i−m∑
j=i−1
βjG j (5)
Both the context vectors, Cs and Ct are then concatenated re-
sulting in a final context vector,C which is then fed to a dense layer
using the standard equations.
C ′ = ReLU (W1C + b1) (6)
C ′ is nothing but a vector representation of C in a smaller di-
mension vector space which significantly reduces the training time
because the following dense layer has a huge dimension (Number
of songs). The final output is a dense layer of the size of the total
number of songs followed by a softmax function which gives the
probability of occurrence of each song given the user’s history.
O =W2C
′ + b2 (7)
P(vl = si | si−1, si−2, ..., si−m ) =
evl∑ |V |
p=1 e
vp (8)
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Description Value
Total Logs 3553321
Total Users 759
Total Sessions 110410
Total Unique Songs 386046
Total Unique Tags 487844
Average Songs Per Session 32.18
Average logs per user 4681.58
Table 1: Dataset Statistics
Model k=10 k=20 k=30 k=40 k=50
POP 0.85 0.97 1.24 1.69 2.14
BPR-MF 7.34 8.13 8.56 8.98 9.27
SSCF 13.69 17.12 19.66 21.30 22.34
RNN 14.42 16.26 16.74 17.09 17.38
SBRS 19.15 26.14 28.83 30.35 31.40
SABR 26.36 28.61 29.97 31.72 32.47
STABR 28.95 30.85 31.90 32.65 34.26
Table 2: Results
Negative log likelihood was used as the loss function and the opti-
mization problem becomes:
arдmin
X ,Y ,W1,W2,b1,b2
−
∑
s ′′
∑
t
loдP(vl = si | si−1, si−2, ..., si−m ) (9)
where s ′′ is a user session in the dataset andvl is the actual song
which occurs after the m given songs. X and Y are the matrices
consisting of song and tag embeddings respectively. We iterate over
all the sessions in the datasets and all time steps in those sessions.
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Dataset
The dataset was a subset taken from the Last.fm dataset [11]. Each
log in the dataset consisted of user id, song name, artist name and
time stamp. We performed experiments on a subset consisting of
6-month histories of all the users and the tags for each song were
retrieved using the Last.fm public API. The user histories were
divided into sessions as done by Gupta [8]. The first 70 percent of
the sessions for each user (in order of occurrence) were put in the
training set and the last 30 percent in the test set. Sessions having
less than 5 songs were discarded.
4.2 Baselines
The architecture is tested against the following baselines:
(1) POP: The most popular items in the training set are recom-
mended to the users.
(2) BPR-MF: A matrix factorization based model which ranks
items for each user [15] differently. The implementation by
MyMediaLite was used with default parameters except for
the number of features which was kept 100 for best results.
We report the mean over 5 runs for this model.
(3) Session Based Collaborative Filtering(SSCF): This system
instead of making auser−itemmatrix makes a session−item
matrix and recommends items by finding similar sessions
in the database to the active session based on the songs
which have already occurred in the current session. The
similar sessions were found based on the last 5 songs heard
by the user and the results are reported based on 100 nearest
sessions.
(4) RNN: In this method, the sequence of items occurring to-
gether is fed to a recurrent neural network trying to predict
the next item at each timestep. All sequences in the train set
are used to learn the model and to get the next recommenda-
tion, all the songs heard by the user until that point are fed
to the network. We used the implementation provided by
the authors of [13] based on mini batch stochastic gradient
descent and we kept the batch size to 20, using the Categori-
cal Cross Entropy loss function with a 100 hidden units for
the RNN and a learning rate of 0.1.
(5) Subsession Based Recommender System: This method was
proposed by Gupta [8]. In this method, short-term user pref-
erences are found using the tags of the songs the user heard.
The user history is divided into small windows of constant
preference and songs are found based on the similar window
in the training set to the active window.
4.3 Training & Testing
We use the minibatch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm
coupled with Adagrad [6] and a learning rate of 0.05 to train each
model. Batch size of 32 was used, the embeddings for tags were
kept to length 25 and that of songs to 50. The length of the middle
layer, C ′ was kept to 50 and that of the output, O was equal to the
number of songs in our dataset, 386046. Dropout regularization
with a 0.1 discard probability was used for both the middle and the
output layers. We trained the model on a single GTX 1080Ti GPU
and the proposed model was implemented using PyTorch[17].
For testing the models, we adopt the same methodology as fol-
lowed by Gupta [8].We iterate through the test histories of the users
predicting the next song in the history while giving songs till that
point of time as an input to the system. We report HitRatio@k [4]
where k is the number of songs in the predicted set. We tested two
systems based on the attentive neural networks. One was only with
the component which takes only the songs into account and not the
tags and is referred as SABR(Song Attention Based Recommenda-
tion), and the second one with both the components and is referred
as STABR(Song and Tag Attention Based Recommendation).
5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results are shown in table 1. Attentive neural networks per-
form significantly better than all other baseline models and even
for Attentive neural networks, the one with the tag component
gives a huge gain over the one not having the tag component. This
shows that the tags indeed are powerful in modeling the short term
user preference and probably the neural network learns a better
similarity function than the one proposed by Gupta and hence the
gain.
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